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Abstract. During the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, ∼ 23,000 to 19,000 years ago), the Patagonian Ice Sheet (PIS) covered

the central chain of the Andes between ∼ 38° S to 55° S. Existing paleoclimatic evidence – mostly derived from glacial

landforms – suggests that maximum ice sheet expansions in the Southern and Northern Hemispheres were not synchronized.

However, large uncertainties still exist in the timing of the onset of regional deglaciation as well as its major drivers. Here

we present an ensemble of numerical simulations of the PIS during the LGM. Our aim is to assess the ability of paleoclimate5

model products to reproduce the range of atmospheric conditions needed to enable the ice sheet growth in concordance with

geomorphological and geochronological evidence. The resulting ensemble is then used as a guideline for the evaluation of the

PMIP3 and PMIP4 model performance across different sectors of the former PIS. Our analysis suggests a strong dependence

of the PIS geometry on near-surface air temperature forcing. All the ensemble members driven by PMIP products are not able

to reproduce the reconstructed ice cover in the northern part of Patagonia. In contrast, the modelled PIS tends to expand beyond10

its constrained boundaries in south-eastern Patagonia. We largely attribute these discrepancies between the model-based ice

geometries and geological evidence to the low resolution of paleoclimate models. We conclude that among all tested climate

forcings, the PMIP4 climate models INM-CM4-8 and MPI-ESM1-2-LR produce the necessary conditions for ice sheet growth

across Patagonia. It should be kept in mind that this analysis is based only on the evaluation of the modelled ice sheet extent

because geological constraints on the former ice thickness are still lacking. Nevertheless, our analysis suggests that a realistic15

PIS geometry at the LGM can be reproduced only if the complex topographic features of the Andes are properly resolved by

climate models.
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1 Introduction

At present, there are only two ice sheets on Earth. The Antarctic ice Sheet is the largest, with an ice volume of 26.04 ± 0.4

×106 km3 that can be translated into a sea-level equivalent (SLE) of 57.0 ± 0.9 m (Morlighem et al., 2020). The Greenland20

Ice Sheet contains 2.99 ± 0.2 ×106 km3 of ice, which is equivalent to a SLE of 7.42 ± 0.05 m (Morlighem et al., 2017).

However, during the last glacial period, especially during the global Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 23,000 to 19,000 years

before present, ka), much of North America was buried under the North American Ice Sheet complex, the Eurasian Ice Sheet

complex stretched across most of Northern Europe, and the Patagonian Ice Sheet (PIS) covered the western part of southern

South America. Together, these former ice sheets represented a SLE of around 113.9 m (Simms et al., 2019) and, consequently,25

global sea level dropped to 120-134 m below present between 29 and 21 ka (Lambeck et al., 2014). As such, this period was

marked by partly exposed continental shelves, strong winds, dry conditions, and a total greenhouse gas concentration lower

than during the Pre-Industrial (PI; Monnin et al., 2001; Bartlein et al., 2011; Kohfeld et al., 2013; Simms et al., 2019). The latter

triggered a lowering of the global mean air temperature, with current estimates of the LGM-PI global surface air (negative)

temperature anomaly ranging from 3.2 ◦C to 6.7 ◦C (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2006; Holden et al., 2010; Annan and30

Hargreaves, 2013; Tierney et al., 2020; Kageyama et al., 2021).

The PIS was relatively a small ice sheet, comparable in size to the former Celtic Ice Sheet that covered the British Isles during

the LGM (Hughes et al., 2016). At present, its former evolution is subject to considerable uncertainties regarding its past

extents, volumes, and relative contributions to sea level variations, mainly due to the scarcity of solid geological evidence.

Only recently, Davies et al. (2020) succeeded in building a geochronological data set of a reasonable size and robustness,35

arriving at the conclusion that the PIS reached its maximum extent at ∼ 35 ka. This state remained nearly unchanged until 27

ka, which is much earlier than the global timing estimates for LGM. This is a generic estimate because the evidence suggests

that the timing of its maximum extent changed with latitude: the northern sector located between of 38° S to 48° S is thought

to have reached its largest area between 33 to 28 ka, while its southern counterpart (between 48° S to 56° S) peaked much

earlier, at around 47 ka. Based on simplifying assumptions, Davies et al. (2020) estimated a uniform maximum PIS extent of40

492,600 km2 at 35 ka, corresponding to a SLE of around 1.5 m. To date, the most common way to define the LGM is through a

globally integrated ice volume, zooming in on the global climate that was closest to equilibrium during the last glacial period.

However, this is a limiting assumption: during the last glacial period, many of the then-existing ice sheets seem to have reached

their maximum extent at different dates (Hughes et al., 2013), with both the ice masses and the climate broadly in equilibrium.

Studies of past climate conditions commonly rely on global climate models validated and calibrated against paleoclimate proxy45

data (Braconnot et al., 2012; Annan and Hargreaves, 2013; Evans et al., 2013). This combination of models and observations

is a fundamental tool for understanding how Earth’s climate has responded to changes in external (e.g. orbit, insolation) and

internal (e.g. greenhouse gases) conditions on global and regional scales. When coupled to large water reservoirs, such as the

ocean and ice sheets, these models can provide important insights into the role of climate-ocean-ice feedbacks (e.g. albedo,

freshwater influx) that can have long response times. To better understand the results from these models, the Paleoclimate50

Modelling Intercomparison Project (PMIP) has focused exclusively on paleoclimate reconstructions, aiming to provide an
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effective mechanism for standardising and coordinating paleoclimate modelling experiments among research groups across

the globe (Meinshausen et al., 2011). During the different stages of PMIP (1-4), paleo experiments have been performed with

prescribed forcings, including orbital parameters, sea level, topography (including ice sheet elevations), and greenhouse gas

concentrations (Joussaume and Taylor, 1995; Braconnot et al., 2007; Harrison et al., 2015; Kageyama et al., 2017).55

Recently, Yan et al. (2022) modelled the PIS extent during the LGM combining present-day climatology and PMIP outputs to

analyse the degree of agreement between their modelled geometries and the PATICE reconstruction. One of the main findings

of their study is that most of the uncertainty in the modelled PIS geometry is associated with the PMIP forcing, producing an

overestimation of the ice-covered extent over vast regions, while showcasing an underestimation of ice in other areas. These

results reflect the inability of PMIP3 model products to provide climate conditions that allow for ice sheet advance in the60

northernmost sectors of Patagonia during the LGM, even under a somewhat extreme choice of model parameters. In contrast,

some of the PMIP4 models seem to present the climate conditions needed to trigger ice sheet inception and growth in this

region. However, Yan et al. (2022) did not provide potential reasons for these discrepancies.

In a much earlier study, Hulton et al. (2002) used numerical modelling to show that a drop in present-day temperatures of at

least 6 ◦C and modified wind patterns (decreasing wind intensity at ∼ 50° S where the core of the westerlies is concentrated65

and increasing them in other latitudes) were a prerequisite for PIS inception. This is because present-day precipitation rates

are very high in southern Patagonia and very low in northern Patagonia, compared to a more even distribution during the LGM

(Kohfeld et al., 2013).

In this study, we use the numerical ice sheet model SICOPOLIS (Greve, 1997; Sato and Greve, 2012) to explore the range of

climate conditions that leads to a good match between the modelled PIS and field-derived geometries. Our ice sheet modelling70

experiments are driven by climate products from phases 3 and 4 of PMIP. Furthermore, we assess the relative performance of

LGM climate forcings in different sectors of the former ice sheet against the geochronological reconstruction of Davies et al.

(2020). Finally, we investigate potential reasons for their different performance throughout Patagonia.

2 Methods

2.1 Model set-up75

Our PIS simulations cover the area between 80° W and 62° W and between 36° S and 58° S (Fig. 1) and are performed

using the open source, three-dimensional, thermomechanical polythermal ice sheet model SICOPOLIS (SImulation COde for

POLythermal Ice Sheets) version 5.2 (Greve, 1997; Sato and Greve, 2012). Experiments are designed with an 8 km horizontal

resolution and 81 vertical grid points, from which 3 are allocated to the temperate ice layer if it exists. In addition, 41 grid

points are reserved for the bedrock, where geothermal flux towards the ice sheet bed is prescribed at the bottom of the bedrock80

layer.

The model combines the shallow-ice approximation (SIA) and shelfy-stream approximation (SStA) in order to reproduce the

entire range of ice flowing conditions across an ice sheet (Bernales et al., 2017). The time step for the calculations of ice

velocity, topography changes, internal ice temperature, water content, and age of ice is set to 1 year. At the beginning of each
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Figure 1. Present-day topographic map of Patagonia based on ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins, 2009). Present-day ice fields are indicated

and correspond to the Northern Patagonian Icefield (NPI), Southern Patagonian Icefield (SPI) and Cordillera Darwin Icefield (CDI). PIS

reconstruction of (Davies et al., 2020) for 20 ka. LGM coastal lines marking lower sea level (-120 m) are shown in dark turquoise contour.
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simulation, an ice-free topography is prescribed from the ETOPO1 data set (Amante and Eakins, 2009). This initialisation85

assumes a global sea level drop of 120 m, based on reconstructions for the LGM (Lambeck et al., 2014), which is applied

homogeneously over the entire model domain. We use a constant, spatially homogeneous value of 100 mW m−2 for the

geothermal heat flux, in agreement with averaged values observed in Patagonia (Hamza and Vieira, 2018). Glacial isostatic

adjustment is accounted for through an elastic-lithosphere, relaxing-asthenosphere model (ELRA), in which the effects of ice

loading and unloading on the planet’s surface are parameterised through a constant relaxation time (e.g., Greve and Blatter,90

2009).

The surface mass balance is calculated as the difference between ice accumulation and ablation. The latter is computed using a

positive-degree-day (PDD) model (Calov and Greve, 2005). Accumulation depends on monthly precipitation and temperature

fields, such that the transition between solid and liquid precipitation is linearly proportional to variations in air temperature

(Marsiat, 1994). Here we use a transition range of 0 ◦C to 2 ◦C, producing purely solid or purely liquid precipitation below95

or above this temperature range, respectively . To account for the discrepancies between the topographies in climate and ice

sheet models, near-surface air temperatures are corrected using a lapse rate of -6.5 K km−1. At the coasts, where the ice

might become afloat, calving at the front of ice shelves is parameterised through an instantaneous calving of ice-filled model

cells whose ice thickness becomes thinner than 50 m. General model parameter values used in the ice sheet simulations are

summarised in Table 1.100
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Table 1. Description of the most important parameters in the model set-up.

Model component Description Value Units

Ice rheology

Ice density 910.00 kg m−3

Gravity acceleration 9.81 m s−2

Glen’s flow law exponent 3.00 -

Ice specific heat capacity 4170.00 J kg−1 K−1

Ice thermal conductivity 2.10 J kg−1 K−1

Water latent heat of fusion 3.34× 105 J kg−1 K−1

Enhancement factor for the SIA and SSA 1, 0.5 -

Bedrock

Geothermal heat flux 100.00 W m−2

Lithosphere density 3300.00 kg m−3

Sea level -120.00 m

Surface and atmosphere

PDD standard deviation 3 ◦C

Temperature of snow precipitation 0 ◦C

Temperature of rain precipitation 2 ◦C

Degree day factor for snow 8 mm d−1 ◦C−1

Degree day factor for ice 3 mm d−1 ◦C−1

2.2 Climate forcing and experimental design

We generate a range of PIS geometries by forcing the ice sheet model with atmospheric products from several climate models

that participated in the LGM experiments during phases 3 and 4 of PMIP. Then, we evaluate the resulting geometries against

the corresponding time-snapshot at 20 ka from the PATICE geological reconstruction (Davies et al., 2020). Near-surface air

temperature and precipitation from thirteen climate models (see Table 2) were used to compute anomalies as the difference (for105

temperatures) or ratio (for precipitation) between their respective LGM and PI climate snapshots, separately for each climate

model. The monthly mean LGM-PI temperature differences are added to the present-day climate from ERA 5, averaged over

the period 1979-2020. The monthly mean present-day precipitation fields are multiplied by their corresponding monthly mean

LGM/PI precipitation ratios (instead of differences) to prevent negative values. Using the resulting ensemble of precipitation

and near-surface temperature pairs as forcing, each ice sheet model simulation is then run for 10,000 model years, which is110

enough to reach an equilibrium with these time-invariant climate conditions.
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Table 2. PMIP3 and PMIP4 models analysed in the present study.

Model name PMIP phase Atmospheric model resolution

CCSM4 III 1.25 x 0.9

CNRM-CM5 III 1.4 x 1.4

COSMOS-ASO III 3.8 x 3.7

FGOALS-g2 III 2.8 x 3-6

GISS-E2-R III 2.5 x 2.0

IPSL-CM5A-LR III 3.8 x 1.9

MIROC-ESM III 2.8 x 2.8

MPI-ESM-P III 1.88 x 1.9

MRI-CGCM3 III 1.18 x 1.1

INM-CM4 IV 1.5 x 2.0

MPI-ESM1-2-LR IV 1.88 x 1.88

MIROC-ES2L IV 2.8 x 2.8

AWI-ESM-1-1-LR IV 1.88 x 1.88

3 Results

Our model experiments produce a wide range of PIS geometries, some of which are generally comparable with the geologically

constrained ice extents, while others yield considerably reduced and/or overextended ice cover (Fig. 2). We have divided the

former PIS extent into 3 distinct latitudinal ranges based on their model sensitivity and response to the imposed climate. Each of115

these areas is described and analysed in detail in the following sections. First, south of 52° S, most ensemble members exhibit

an unrealistic build-up of ice in south-eastern Patagonia, with a much larger ice-covered area than inferred from the geological

evidence. Second, between 44° S and 52° S, a continuous ice sheet growth is reached by nearly all ensemble members with an

overall good match for both eastern and western margins of PATICE. Finally, in the third zone between 38° S and 42° S, PIS

growth is not uniformly captured by the ensemble members, with most of them failing to build a consistent ice cover.120

Among the PMIP climate model products tested in this study, INM-CM4-8 and MPI-ESM1-2-LR models (both from PMIP4)

produce the most consistent ice sheet extents relative to the PATICE reconstruction. The near-surface air temperature and

precipitation patterns derived from these two climate models enable the modelled ice sheet to reach as far north as 39° S and

40° S, respectively, and occupy total areas of 519,552 and 423,360 km2. This is in broad agreement with the earlier estimations

by Davies et al. (2020). Total ice volumes produced by these two simulations are 532.4103 and 417.0103 Gt, corresponding125

to SLEs of 1.47 and 1.15 m (Fig. 2k,l), respectively. In the following, we zoom in on the drivers of the dissimilar model

performances across these three distinct zones.
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3.1 Excessive Patagonian ice cover in south-eastern Patagonia

Our model experiments show that across southernmost Patagonia (52° S to 56° S), most ensemble members exhibit an unreal-

istic build-up of ice, with a much larger eastern ice extent than inferred from the geological evidence (Fig. 2). In some cases130

(e.g., ensemble members driven by CCSM4, GISS-E2-R, MIROC-ESM, and MRI-CGCM3), this excessive ice cover reaches

what is at present the Atlantic coast.

The LGM/PI annual mean precipitation anomalies vary significantly among models for this area (Figs. 3a and 3f). While some

of the climate models show a precipitation increase by up to 50 % at 52° S when compared to the PI climate, other models

suggest much drier conditions in the same area (up to -50 %). Regarding near-surface air temperatures, we observe a uniform135

range of LGM-PI anomalies, with most climate models suggesting averaged values within the range of -8 ◦C to -6 ◦C (Figs.

3b,f). In this region, CCSM4 and MRI-CGCM3 exhibit the coldest conditions relative to the PI, while displaying precipitation

increases of up to 20 %. This combination of climate conditions leads to a strong ice sheet advance towards and beyond the

eastern margins of the PATICE reconstruction. Ensemble members that reproduce a reasonable extension require LGM-PI tem-

perature anomalies of around -6 ◦C, combined with a dry LGM/PI precipitation anomaly of about -20 % (Fig. 3f, see climate140

models AWI-ESM, MIROC-ES2L, MPI-ESM).

3.2 Low sensitivity of ice sheet extents to climate uncertainty in mid-Patagonia

Between 42° S and 52° S the model ensemble show a relatively low sensitivity to the climatic uncertainty provided by the PMIP

models used in this study. Between 44° S and 52° S, a continuous ice sheet build-up is reached by most ensemble members,

with an overall good match along both the eastern and western margins constrained by the PATICE data. Although temperature145

and precipitation anomalies at these latitudes show a large dispersion, ranging from -9 to -3 ◦C (LGM-PI) and from -30 to 25

% (LGM/PI), respectively (Fig. 3e), this does not lead to drastic changes in the resulting ice sheet extents. However, differences

can be observed when comparing the modelled ice sheet thickness under different climate regimes. Under colder (LGM-PI)

and wetter (LGM/PI) conditions, the modelled mean ice thickness of PIS increases. In the opposite case of warmer (LGM-PI)

and drier (LGM/PI) conditions, the modelled mean thickness decreases.150

This is in stark contrast with the relative performances of these models north of 44 °S, where climate conditions provided by

COSMOS-ASO, IPSL-CM5A-LR and AWI-ESM-1-1-LR are only able to build fragmented ice structures (Figs. 2c,f,j), with

the main body of the ice sheet not advancing further north of ∼ 44° S. The resulting ice sheet temperatures are linked to a

temperature anomaly (LGM-PI) threshold equal or colder than -5 ◦C and a precipitation ratio (LGM/PI) of at least 1. These

thresholds establish the minimum conditions needed to promote PIS advance north of 44º S (Figs. 3a,b,d,e).155

3.3 Drivers of model failure in northern Patagonia

The PIS growth towards its northern confines is not uniformly captured by the ensemble. Most of the PMIP climate products

tested here do not allow for an ice sheet expansion north of 42° S (Fig. 2), while the geologically constrained northern ice sheet

margin is placed at 38° S. As stated earlier, positions of the former PIS margins derived using the INM-CM4-8 and MPI-ESM1-
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2-LR products are closer to those inferred from the PATICE data set. Although the forcing from AWI-ESM-1-1-LR enables an160

ice-covered area close to the reconstructed northern boundary (similar to the resulting ice extents from the MPI-ESM1-2-LR

ensemble member), the ice cover produced by this simulation cannot qualify as an ice sheet north of 44° S, but rather as an

isolated ice cap (Fig. 2j). Towards the northernmost part of the geologically constrained PIS extent (north of 40° S), none of

the ensemble members is able to reproduce the reconstructed ice cover. However, a few ice bodies resembling ice caps are

generated by the simulations driven by GISS–E2-R and MPI-ESM-P (Figs. 2e,h).165

Between 40° S and 42° S, the INM-CM4-8 model showcases a pronounced reduction in precipitation rates during the LGM

relative to the PI, reaching a -40 % drop at around 40° S, leading to significantly drier LGM conditions (Fig. 3a). This contrasts

all other climate simulations (from both PMIP3 and PMIP4), in which LGM precipitation rates are either equal to or even

larger than (up to 10 %) their corresponding PI values (Figs. 3a,d). Despite these significantly wetter conditions (25 to 50 %

larger precipitation rates than in the INM-CM4-8 model), these ensemble members fail to initiate an ice sheet in this region. In170

the same range of latitudes, most PMIP3 and PMIP4 models show LGM-PI temperature anomalies ranging from -3 to -6 ◦C,

while INM-CM4-8 infers a much larger temperature anomaly, reaching a value of -11 ◦C around 40° S. However, this anomaly

suddenly decreases towards the northernmost margin of the PIS, preventing ice sheet growth there under precipitation-starved

conditions (Figs. 3b,d). In this part of Patagonia, climate forcings from INM-CM4-8 and MPI-ESM1-2-LR thus stand out as

the only PMIP model products providing atmospheric conditions that enable the growth of an ice sheet in agreement with the175

PATICE data set.

Our results highlight the critical role of regional air temperatures in the inception and expansion of the PIS over the northern

sectors. On the one hand, drier but colder climate states are able to provide a set of conditions that promote ice sheet advance.

On the other hand, wetter but warmer climates (i.e., mean annual anomaly of around -7 ◦C) tend to prevent ice accumulation

despite relatively high rates of precipitation. These findings underline the importance of reduced modelled temperature biases180

as a prerequisite for robust model-based reconstructions of the Patagonian glacial history.

Our results suggest that in order to enable a PIS build-up north of 40º S that matches the PATICE reconstruction, mean annual

temperature anomalies (LGM-PI) of at least -5 ◦C and precipitation ratios (LGM/PI) close or above to 1 are required. Although

some of the climate models exhibit much wetter conditions during the LGM –with precipitation rates being up to 30 % higher

than during the PI in this region (Fig. 3)–, they also produce smaller anomalies in temperatures (-2 ◦C to -4 ◦C, see Figs. 3a-c).185

Such climate conditions appear too warm to maintain a positive surface mass balance, thus prohibiting ice sheet inception or

advance. In this context, the combination of near-surface air temperatures and precipitation rates from GISS-E2-R seems to

define an absolute minimum threshold for the presence of an ice sheet in northern Patagonia.

4 Discussion

In this section, we first examine the correspondence between the PMIP paleoclimate model experiments and available con-190

straints from empirical paleoglacial and paleoclimate evidence across Patagonia. In this context, we focus on quantifying

whether model-based climate reconstructions are consistent with the reconstructed Patagonian ice sheet geometry over dif-
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Figure 2. Modelled thickness of the PIS (m) and ice base velocity streamlines for the LGM. The green line shows the reconstructed glacier

extent from the empirical evidence at 20 ka (Davies et al., 2020). The present-day coastline is shown for reference.
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ferent sectors of formerly glaciated Patagonia. Then, we identify potential impacts of the prescribed topographic forcing and

horizontal climate model resolution on the modelled climate conditions. Finally, we discuss our findings in the context of

asynchronous glaciation histories between the PIS and paleo ice sheets in the northern hemisphere, considering the limitations195

arising from the assumption of an ice sheet equilibrium with the climate of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM).

4.1 Performance of PMIP models in Patagonia: Phase 3 versus Phase 4

Here, we take a closer look at the PMIP models and their regional behaviour across Patagonia, zooming in on the differences

between the reconstructed monthly mean temperatures and precipitation rates. Some of the largest differences between model

performance in the two phases of PMIP are related to the fact that PMIP3 anomalies show stronger cooling during the aus-200

tral winter and weaker cooling during summer which tend to accentuate the amplitudes of the annual temperature cycle (Fig.

4). This is in contrast with the outputs of individual PMIP4 experiments, where MPI-ESM1-2-LR has similar characteristics

to PMIP3 models, while MIROC-ES2L produces stronger negative temperature anomalies during the summer-early autumn

period (January-April). In contrast, precipitation ratios show a high dispersion across seasons and models. In general, most

models exhibit a general decrease in precipitation, particularly in the mean annual rates, even though some models infer an205

increase in winter precipitation. The exception is CNRM-CM5, which shows a general, albeit relatively small increase in both

mean annual and winter precipitation rates.

When looking at the sub-regional (sector-scale) performance of PMIP climate, it becomes clear that most of them fail to re-

produce the reconstructed extents of the northernmost sectors of the PIS during the LGM (38-42° S). To investigate the origin

of this behaviour, we have calculated average temperature and precipitation anomalies within the former PIS outlines between210

38° S and 42° S (Fig. 5). Large differences can be observed in the climate model reconstructions when looking at their particu-

larities in this region. The models AWI-ESM-1-1-LR, INM-CM4-8 and MPI-ESM1-2-LR suggest larger negative temperature

anomalies during the melting season. In particular, INM-CM4-8 stands out by producing very cold conditions during the LGM

nearly throughout the entire year, with a higher amplitude during January and February (austral summer). Its drop in near-

surface temperatures of around 12 ◦C during the melting season is an outlier, showing a difference of at least 4 ◦C relative215

to other PMIP4 models. Lower temperatures inferred from INM-CM4-8 act as a driving mechanism for the realistic ice sheet

growth between 38-42° S. The temperature anomaly suggested by INM-CM4-8 is less intense during winter months, being

closer to the range of inferred from the other models.

MIROC-ES2L produces the smallest LGM-PI temperature anomaly among all PMIP4 models, with an annual mean of around

4 ◦C. While MPI-ESM1-2-LR and AWI-ESM-1-1-LR reproduce relatively similar annual cycles, MPI-ESM1-2-LR provides220

0.5 ◦C colder temperatures in the annual mean (Fig. 5. In contrast, PMIP3 models show two types of patterns - one similar

to PMIP4 models and another with pronounced cooling. The first group of experiments (GISS-E2-R, IPSL-CM5A-LR, and

MPI-ESM-P) results in smaller temperature anomalies between the LGM and PI summers, while other models show a greater

cooling during the winter, with some having larger cooling amplitudes (e.g. CCSM4 and MRI-CGCM3).

Regarding the reconstructed precipitation rates, PMIP3 and PMIP4 exhibit significant differences. It is apparent that no com-225

mon mean-annual precipitation patterns can be revealed (Fig. 3). Most models predict months with positive or negative anoma-
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Figure 3. Latitudinal annual means of a) the LGM/PI precipitation ratio and b) temperature anomaly within the geologically reconstructed

area of the former PIS (LGM-PI) (Davies et al., 2020). Shaded areas show the envelopes between the INM-CM4-8 and MPI-ESM1-2-LR.

Annual mean precipitation ratio and temperature anomalies, including mean annual standard deviation through the year between c) 38° S

and 39° S, d) 40° S and 42° S, e) 46° S and 52° S and f) 52° S and 56° S.
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Figure 4. LGM-PI temperature anomalies (upper panel) and precipitation anomalies (bottom panel) for the monthly outputs of CMIP5-

PMIP3 and CMIP6-PMIP4 averaged over the study zone.

lies throughout the year, except for INM-CM4-8, MIROC-ES2L, and MRI-CGCM3, which consistently generate lower-than-PI

precipitation ratios for all months that are close to the lowest end of the total range. All other models tested here exhibit an

overall increase in the annual mean precipitation rates in this region, with CNRM-CM5 and FGOALS-g2 generating the wettest

conditions among all models.230

As we show in Sect. 3, the models that produce the most realistic modelled extents of the PIS between 38-42° S are those

that exhibit the strongest negative LGM-PI temperature anomalies (-8 to -12 ◦C) during the melting season. These models

are INM-CM4-8 and MPI-ESM1-2-LR, although the northward ice sheet advance resulting from the latter only reaches 40°

S (Figs. 2k,l), leaving the formerly PIS-covered territories between 38° S and 40° S ice-free. This is because the (LGM-PI)

temperature anomaly derived from MPI-ESM1-2-LR is at least 4 ◦C lower than in INM-CM4-8, which displays a drastic drop235

in the temperature anomaly (between -12 ◦C and -10 ◦C) towards the north of Patagonia (Fig. 3b).

Paleo-vegetation records at 41° S infer 6 to 7 ◦C colder mean annual temperatures during the LGM than at present (Moreno

et al., 1999). When these reconstructions are combined with the glacial geology and palynology data collected within 40-42°

S, we arrive at a range of 6 to 8 ◦C colder mean summer temperatures and 6 to 7 ◦C colder mean annual temperatures at LGM

(Denton et al., 1999). On the one hand, these data suggest that the cooling of∼ 12 ◦C observed in INM-CM4-8 during summer240

months is relatively extreme compared to the range observed in existing proxy records. On the other hand, the AWI-ESM-1-1-
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Figure 5. LGM-PI temperature anomalies (upper panel) and precipitation anomalies (bottom panel) for the monthly output of CMIP5-

PMIP3 and CMIP6-PMIP4 calculated of the northernmost sector of the former PIS. Calculations are made over the grid points that match

the reconstructed PIS extents by Davies et al. (2020) within the 38-42° S study zone.

LR and MPI-ESM1-2-LR models arrive at summer anomalies that are consistent with the constrained range. However, annual

mean temperature anomalies in these two models are close to -5 ◦C, which is 1 ◦C below the lower limit of the suggested

range (Fig. 3d). By comparison, INM-CM4-8 infers a value of around -8 ◦C, which overestimates the reconstructed cooling

by 1 ◦C. Nevertheless, among all models tested in this study, AWI-ESM-1-1-LR, INM-CM4-8 and MPI-ESM1-2-LR produce245

temperature anomalies that are closest to the available paleoclimatic records in northern Patagonia.

It is difficult to infer what factors are responsible for this regional scattering between different phases of PMIP, mainly due to

the number of changes between model versions, e.g., the treatment of vegetation, atmospheric dust loading, and prescribed ice

thickness and topography (Kageyama et al., 2017). The latter, in particular, raises questions about the importance of the PIS

for shaping regional climate regimes during the LGM and its impact on modelled atmospheric states. This highlights a need250

for studies providing a benchmark for the effects of topographic and albedo feedbacks (among others) between the PIS and the

regional climate dynamics.

Previously, Yan et al. (2022) modelled the PIS during the LGM using climate forcing products from phases 2, 3 and 4 of the

PMIP project. To achieve a good fit with geological evidence, the PDD factors in the surface mass balance (SMB) model were

reduced to promote ice sheet growth. However, the applied PDD factors in this earlier study are not supported by existing255
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studies of present-day ice sheets (Peano et al., 2017; Seroussi et al., 2020) or ice fields in Patagonia (Möller and Schneider,

2008; Bown et al., 2019), indicating that this evaluation may be biased due to the choice of model parameters. The best fit with

the reconstructed ice sheet configuration in Yan et al. (2022) was achieved using MPI-ESM1-2-LR output, while the forcing

using INM-CM4-8 resulted in a much larger PIS. Our findings indicate that using a set of model parameters that is consistent

with the current knowledge leads to an underestimation of ice sheet extent in the north of Patagonia, as observed in the experi-260

ment driven by MPI-ESM1-2-LR, while the climate conditions from INM-CM4-8 still allow for a more extensive ice coverage,

albeit with a less over-expansion.

4.2 Impacts of topography and resolution

In Sect. 3 we show that, under the chosen parameters (Table 1), none of the experiments carried out in this study were able to

build an ice sheet in agreement with the reconstructed PIS geometry (Fig. 2). It has become clear that all PMIP models struggle265

to reproduce air temperatures that are consistent with both local proxy records and geological reconstructions of the former

ice sheet extents in northern Patagonia (Figs. 3b,c,d). Due to the fact that the northern sector of the PIS is a relatively narrow

ice mass that resided in an area of exceptionally steep topography (Fig. 6), here we analyse to which extent this important

factor for the ice sheet growth is reproduced by the PMIP climate models, and whether the typical lack of resolution in global

models may be a possible origin of such a struggle. Furthermore, the ice sheet forcing itself is an important component of270

paleo experiments, introducing regional-scale climate feedback through additional topographic barriers and the albedo effect

(Löfverström et al., 2014; Beghin et al., 2015; Liakka et al., 2016). In this context, it is important to note that participants of

PMIP used different ice sheet forcings in different project phases: the PMIP3 ice sheet reconstruction (Abe-Ouchi et al., 2015),

the ICE-6G_C (Peltier et al., 2015) and GLAC-1D (Tarasov et al., 2012). All these reconstructions are sufficiently different

from each other, leading to deviations in climate model results (Abe-Ouchi et al., 2015). In addition, dissimilar horizontal res-275

olutions within climate models may induce further differences in modelled climate regimes on a regional scale (Table 2). Here

we focus on the analysis of PMIP4 topographic forcings and the differences between them. We expect that our observations

and conclusions based on the analysis of PMIP4 models will be broadly applicable to other phases of PMIP, except that most

of the earlier PMIP phases did not include an ice sheet forcing in Patagonia (Kageyama et al., 2017).

PMIP4 models used in this study apply dissimilar topographic forcings, mainly due to modifications to meet the spatial reso-280

lution imposed in each of them. In Patagonia, all models include simplified topographic features that do not exceed 1500 m in

altitude (Fig. 6). Furthermore, these simplifications shift the position of the Andes and flatten the observed topography, which

exceed 3000 m above sea level in the north (Fig. 1). Regardless of its good ice-covered area agreement against PATICE, the

topographic forcing of INM-CM4-8 (which has the finest latitudinal resolution among PMIP4 climate models) has undergone

visible substantial modifications (Fig. 6). INM-CM4-8 does feature a higher topography in the northern part of the model do-285

main, where it might accentuate colder and drier LGM climate conditions. This suggests that a much higher spatial resolution

is needed to capture the atmospheric dynamics and climate gradients over the complex terrain and extreme environment of the

Andes when using general circulation models (Bozkurt et al., 2019).

To compare the ice sheet thickness and ice-covered area of each PMIP4 ensemble member, we compute the difference between
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Figure 6. Prescribed topography (upper panel) and ice thickness (bottom panel) by the PMIP4 models considered in this study. Etopo-1

(Amante and Eakins, 2009) and the ICE-6G_C reconstruction (Peltier et al., 2015) included as of the ice sheet forcings in PMIP4. The Cyan

line shows the PIS extension for the 20 ka (Davies et al., 2020). Present-day ocean-continent limits are shown for interpretation.

the LGM and the PI topographies assuming that the sea level during LGM was 120 m lower than present. The ice mask pro-290

vided by each ensemble member is then used to delimit the ice sheet geometry. If we focus on the PMIP 4 models alone, we

can observe that ice sheet geometries prescribed in the AWI-ESM-1-1-LR, INM-CM4-8 and MPI-ESM1-2_LR climate exper-

iments are broadly consistent with the north-to-south extents of the former PIS derived from the geological evidence (Davies

et al., 2020). This does not imply, however, that the prescribed PIS in any of these climate models is necessarily accurate (Fig.

6). This is particularly evident in the prescribed ice sheet within MIROC-ES2L, which is the coarsest climate model among the295

four PMIP4 models analysed that fails to reproduce LGM climate conditions that enable our ice sheet model to build an ice

sheet extension consistent with PIS north of 44° S (Fig. 6).

Within the geologically constrained ice-covered area, our comparison of monthly anomalies in near-surface mean air temper-

atures reveals large discrepancies between the four PMIP4 models north of 46° S (Fig. 3b,c,d). INM-CM4-8 infers a more

negative anomaly compared to the three other models, peaking at a mean annual value of nearly -12 ◦C at around 40° S. At this300

latitude INM-CM4-8 prescribes an ice thickness of around 300 m (Figs. 5 and 6), whereas MIROC-ES2L does not include any

ice sheet forcing in this area. As a consequence, the latter generates much higher mean annual temperatures, with an LGM-PI
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Figure 7. (a) Hypsometric curves of prescribed ice forcings in the PMIP4 models against the reference ICE-6G_C geometry. Mean ice

thickness for each model is shown in vertical lines. Mean topography between (b) 38º S to 42º S, (c) 42º S to 52º S and (d) 52º S to 56º S.

The PMIP4 topography of each member is shown in dashed and continuous lines for its PI and LGM time periods, respectively.

anomaly amounting to only -3 ◦C. This implies that in this geographical sector, the two models placed at the extreme ends

of the spectrum of possible regional thermal climate regimes are separated by 9 ◦C. Although AWI-ESM-1-1-LR and MPI-

ESM1-2-LR have relatively similar ice sheet boundary conditions at these latitudes when compared to INM-CM4-8, they both305

arrive at smaller temperature anomalies north of 42° S, leading to a limited expansion of the PIS and ice sheet fragmentation

(Fig. 2).

Our simulations suggest that most PIS sectors had an ice thickness between 1000 and 1500 m, with a maximum close to 2000

m. Such thick ice cover should have greatly impacted regional climate conditions during the LGM. In one of the most problem-

atic regions, located between 38° S to 42° S, PMIP experiments prescribe an ice sheet that peaks at a thickness of around 300310

m, while our experiments suggest a likely range of thickness values between 200 and 700 m over this area. However, it appears

difficult to constrain the regional ice sheet thickness and extent using geological reconstructions that are very fragmented and

lack direct constraints on the former ice surface elevations (Boex et al., 2013; Troch et al., 2022).

Towards the south-eastern sectors of the PIS, our results showcase a consistent overestimation of modelled ice sheet extents

relative to the geological evidence. We partially attribute this excessive ice sheet growth to the mismatch between the recon-315

structed PIS coverage and the prescribed topography in the climate models: ice sheets invade formerly ice-free territories,

potentially promoting extra cooling and leading to reduced ablation. The rather poor performance of climate models along

leeward slopes of the Andes can be therefore partly attributed to unrealistic ice sheet forcings that lost their outlines and spatial
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details during spatial upscaling. Other potential contributing factors to this unrealistic ice sheet growth in the south-east include

erroneous albedo forcings and a lack of orographic effects due to unresolved precipitation barriers (Fig. 7b,c,d). Erroneous rep-320

resentation of the orographic effect on precipitation is very likely a contributor to the mismatches between the modelled and

reconstructed ice sheets in this area due to very strong flattening of the topographic forcing (including mountain ranges and

prescribed ice sheets), and thus its inability to impose the rain-shadow effect under these horizontal resolutions (Lofverstrom

and Liakka, 2018; Bozkurt et al., 2019; Almazroui et al., 2021). The lack of this effect leads to reduced precipitation on the

windward side but much higher precipitation on the leeward side of the Andes, promoting the growth and eventually overflow325

of the PIS beyond its geologically constrained eastern margin.

Studies of former ice masses in the Northern Hemisphere have been used to demonstrate that under the same orbital and

greenhouse forcings, discrepancies between ice sheet boundary conditions in otherwise identical experiments lead to robust,

large-scale impacts on the atmospheric circulation and temperature (Ullman et al., 2014; Löfverström et al., 2014; Bakker et al.,

2020; Izumi et al., 2023). The PMIP models are able to reproduce the general temperature and precipitation conditions over330

South America during the LGM (Berman et al., 2016). However, due to their resolution they are unable to reproduce regional

climate responses with a necessary detail (Bozkurt et al., 2019). As we have shown, their resolution is generally too coarse

to drive modelling studies of the narrow ice sheet in Patagonia since. We strongly suggest that a significantly higher climate

model resolution is needed to study the influence of the Andean topography features on the past regional climate dynamics and

capture the longitudinal gradient between the colder and wetter windward side of the Andean mountain range and the less cold335

and drier leeward side. Based on this analysis, we suggest that all PMIP models currently oversimplify the terrain in our target

area, distorting the land topography through smoothing, flattening and by prescribing too thin and incorrectly distributed ice

cover, with a maximum ice sheet thickness reaching between 700 and 800 (Fig. 7a) m as opposed to the expected thickness of

up to 2000 m (Fig. 2).

To summarize, climate models show poor performance both in the south-eastern sector of the former PIS and at its northern tip.340

On the one hand, the south-eastern sector reveals an excessive ice sheet growth amounting to up to 400 m thick undocumented

ice masses in formerly ice-free regions. On the other hand, the northern sector of the PIS is lacking ice, partly due to thinner or

non-existent ice sheet boundary conditions in PMIP4 climate experiments and too warm climate regimes inferred from most

PMIP experiments.

4.3 Potential implications of dissimilar LGM timings in the Southern and Northern Hemispheres345

Here we discuss the limitations of our study design and propose possible ways of overcoming these in future work. The first

challenge in this study is related to the assumption of climate and ice sheet equilibrium states during the global LGM. It is how-

ever an open question whether it is fair to generate PIS model reconstructions assuming that the ice sheet was in a steady-state

under global LGM climate conditions, and if not, how to treat the lack of reliable climate forcing for the earlier periods of the

last glacial cycle. The second challenge is related to the interpretation of major planetary drivers that enabled an asynchronous350

glacial response of the two hemispheres to changes in the orbital and greenhouse gas forcings (Doughty et al., 2015).

The geologically-constrained gap between local LGM timings in Patagonia and different parts of the Northern Hemisphere
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raises an important question about the drivers of these differences in timing. These drivers potentially involve climatic feed-

back mechanisms, hemispheric climate sensitivities to orbital and greenhouse gas forcings and interactions between the two

hemispheres (Darvill et al., 2016). The current evidence suggests that the local glacial peak in the southern Andes and Patago-355

nia happened at about 35 ka (Zech et al., 2011; Davies et al., 2020), which is much earlier than local LGM inferred for most of

the paleo ice sheets in the Northern Hemisphere. Aside from the Barents-Kara Sea Ice Sheet and smaller glaciations in Asia,

ice masses of the last glacial cycle attained their maximum extents and were driven towards maximum ice volumes during the

Marine Isotope Stage 2, at about 24-18 ka, (Hughes et al., 2016; Patton et al., 2016; Gowan et al., 2021) by a strong cooling be-

tween 30 and 20 ka. According to the current state of knowledge, these massive ice sheets only began disintegrating at around360

18 ka (Patton et al., 2017; Stokes, 2017; Gowan et al., 2021). The situation is however different for the Southern Hemisphere.

Due to a lack of large-scale paleo ice sheets and scarce information about past fluctuations of the Antarctic Ice Sheet, it is

necessary to look at the existing evidence for the advance and retreat history of smaller ice bodies in order to contextualise the

situation in the Southern Hemisphere during the last glacial cycle. For example, records coming from an icefield located in the

Southern Alps in New Zealand indicate that this ice mass reached its maximum extent at around 28 ka (Rother et al., 2014).365

According to recent studies, its growth towards 28 ka was influenced by a slight decrease in temperatures in the preceding two

millennia (Darvill et al., 2016). The reconstructed air temperature cooling at this location is estimated as 6 to 6.5 ◦C below

present, accompanied by a precipitation reduction of up to -25 % (Golledge et al., 2012b). During the period between 26 to

20 ka, this icefield is thought to have undergone a slow and continuous retreat, followed by a standstill at around 19 ka. This

coincides with the time when most of the Northern Hemisphere ice sheets began retreating from their maximum positions due370

to slowly increasing solar radiation and activation of positive climate feedback mechanisms. Arguably, the Antarctic Ice Sheet

seems to have been stable until about 18 ka, after which it experienced an increase in air temperatures synchronised with the

increase in CO2 concentrations (Parrenin et al., 2013; Brook and Buizert, 2018). This triggered the retreat of ice margins in

Antarctica, New Zealand, and South America, where the PIS experienced an accelerated retreat starting from 18 ka (Davies

et al., 2020). The current evidence of an early local LGM in Antarctica is inconclusive, partly due to an extreme sensitivity375

of the Antarctic Ice Sheet to the ocean forcing as opposed to the thermal atmospheric forcing playing the largest role in the

deglaciation of formerly ice sheet-covered areas (Golledge et al., 2012a). However, pieces of evidence from Patagonia and New

Zealand suggest that the Southern Hemisphere might have responded very differently to the global cooling of the last glacial

period compared to the Northern Hemisphere (Darvill et al., 2016; Shulmeister et al., 2019).

5 Conclusions380

We have performed a regional assessment of the PMIP paleoclimate model products (phases 3 and 4) across Patagonia using

a combination of ice sheet modelling, paleoglacial reconstructions, and paleoclimate proxy data as a metric for climate model

performance. As part of this assessment, we have narrowed down the range of atmospheric conditions needed during the LGM

to promote an inception and advance of the PIS in its different sectors, so that they are in agreement with the ice sheet-wide

empirical reconstruction PATICE. For this purpose, we have designed an ensemble of large-scale ice sheet model simulations385
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driven by downscaled PMIP climate products to obtain PIS configurations that are in equilibrium with each model-based cli-

mate regime. This set of ice sheet model simulations has been used to analyse and interpret the characteristics of contrasting

regional climate regimes from ensemble members across different latitudinal sectors of Patagonia.

We have observed that most paleoclimate models provide much warmer atmospheric conditions along the northern segment

of the former PIS than those required to initiate the growth of an ice sheet and support its advance towards the geologically390

reconstructed boundaries. Our analysis indicates that a sector-averaged mean temperature anomaly of at least 5 ◦C below the

present-day conditions is needed to generate an ice cover that matches the geological evidence.

At the northernmost tip of the PIS, we find a relatively narrow envelope of PMIP-derived temperature and precipitation anoma-

lies that accommodates a reasonable agreement between the modelled and reconstructed PIS extents. The warmest climate

regimes within this envelope correspond to a minimum cooling of approximately -7 ◦C accompanied by wetter-than-present395

conditions with a precipitation increase of around 15 %. The coldest and driest end of the plausible range is associated with a

more significant cooling of -11 ◦C and a reduction in precipitation rates of around 20% to keep the ice sheet from excessive

expansion.

Between 44° S and 52° S, most ensemble members show a continuous build-up of the PIS, which is in general agreement with

the reconstructed eastern and western ice sheet margins at the LGM. We have constrained an envelope of the LGM-PI temper-400

ature anomalies within this region to a range of -5 to -8 ◦C that is accompanied by the range of precipitation rates anomalies

between -20 % and 20 % relative to their PI counterparts. In sharp contrast to the results for the northern and southern bound-

aries, climate models exhibit an overall high degree of agreement within this broad PIS sector.

Finally, in the southernmost sector of the former PIS (between 52° S and 56° S), our results showcase a consistent overesti-

mation of the ice sheet extents relative to the geological reconstruction. Our analysis indicates that most of the PMIP models405

simulate climate conditions that are too cold to produce significant surface ablation. In the absence of any other factors that

can limit the ice sheet advance (other than processes such as calving at the coast), this excessive accumulation promotes a

slow but steady ice sheet growth, eventually causing the modelled ice sheet to overflow its reconstructed geographical limits.

We hypothesise that a higher climate model resolution and significantly better resolved topographic boundary conditions are

needed to capture the longitudinal gradients across the Andes.410

Code and data availability. SICOPOLIS is a free and open-source software. Details of its implementation can be found at http://sicopolis.

net (last access 8th of June, 2023). The PMIP output used in this study can be found on the Earth System Grid Federation website,

in particular, CMIP5-PMIP3 (https://esgf-node.ipsl.upmc.fr/search/cmip5-ipsl) and CMIP6-PMIP4 (https://esgf-node.ipsl.upmc.fr/search/

cmip6-ipsl). Data will be available once the manuscript has been accepted for publication through zenodo repository
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